Configurations of lines of principal curvature on constant mean curvature immersed surfaces are studied. Analytical models for these configurations near general isolated umbilical points and particular types of ends are found. From the existence of transversal invariant measures for the foliations by principal lines, established here, follows that the union of recurrent lines of principal curvature is an open set. Examples illustrating all possible cases are given.
1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the study of the possible configurations of lines of principal curvature and umbilical points of surfaces immersed in R3, with constant mean curvature. Except in the case where the image of the immersion is contained in a plane or a sphere, the umbilical points are isolated [10, 11] . A very precise analytical model is found for the family of principal lines near the isolated umbilical points. This model is related to a result of H. Hopf [10, 11] , which permits the computation of the index of the umbilical point. The behaviour of the principal lines, at infinity near particular types of ends, called here elementary ends, of the immersion is also described through precise analytical models.
In connection with the global behaviour of the principal lines it is shown that their foliations have a natural smooth transversal invariant measure. This implies that the compact principal lines (cycles) appear in cylindrical open sets, and that the closures of recurrent principal lines have nonempty interior. Examples illustrating all possible situations are given. However the recurrent lines have been found only for immersions of tori into spaces which are not more than locally isometric to R3. The existence of such immersions into R3 seems to be a very difficult question related to a conjecture of H. Hopf [24, p. 684 
(Problem 63)].2
From the point of view of principal lines, an immersion with constant mean curvature presents a global configuration which is quite opposite to that of the principally structurally stable immersions studied in [4, 5] . For a large class of this kind of immersions it is shown that the principal cycles are isolated and do not present recurrent lines [4, 5] . Examples of immersions of the sphere and torus into R , with nonconstant mean curvature and nontrivial recurrent principal lines have been given in [5] .
The reader interested in the background for the study of configurations of lines curvature and umbilical points is referred to [4, 10, 19] . This paper is organized as follows. §2 contains the precise definitions of the objects involved in this work. §3 contains a review of the properties of isothermic coordinates that will be useful here. In §4 are found analytical normal forms for the principal lines near an umbilical point and an end of elementary type, for immersions with constant mean curvature. In §5 is shown the existence of natural tansversal smooth measures, invariant under the foliations J^ and fa defined by the principal lines of immersions with constant mean curvature. Important consequences of these measures on the structure of principal cycles and recurrent lines are also obtained here. In §6 are discussed three examples of immersions with constant mean curvature. In §7, the local results found in this work are used in the proof of a global decomposition theorem. Some problems related to the results obtained here are formulated in §8.
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2. Preliminaries. Let M be an oriented connected two-dimensional smooth manifold and a: M -* R3 be a smooth immersion. Call I" and IIa respectively the first and second fundamental forms associated to a. Ia = a*( , ), where ( , ) denotes the euclidean metric of R3. lla(a, b) = -(Dna(a),b), where r¡a is the positive Gaussian normal map of the immersion a. That is, r\a is the unitary vector in R3 in the direction of 3a/3iz A da/dv, where (u, v) is a positive chart of M and A denotes the exterior product associated to the positive orientation of R3. The maximal (resp. minimal) principal curvature of a at p e M is denoted Ka(p) (resp. ka(p)) and is defined to be the maximal (resp. minimal) normal curvature of a along all possible directions at p. That is the maximum (resp. minimum) of IIa(a, a) for a G TpM and la(a, a) = 1. The points p e M at which Ka(p) = ka(p) are called umbilical points of a. The set of these points will be denoted by <^ia. Outside of <%c, Ka> ka and the maximum Ka(p) (resp. minimum ka(p)) of the normal curvature is attained on the direction of a line ¿fa(p) (resp. la(p)) which is called the maximal (resp. minimal) principal direction of a at p. The integral lines of the smooth line field SCa (resp. la) are called maximal (resp. minimal) principal lines of a, they fill up the open set M -°Ua, defining the maximal (resp. minimal) principal foliation &a (resp. /") of a.
3. Isothermic coordinates. In local coordinates (u,v): M -> R2, IQ = Eadu2 + 2Fadudv + Gadv2, and IIa = Ladu2 + 2Madudv + Nadv2.
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The local coordinates (u, v) are called isothermic coordinates for a if Ea = G y, Fa = 0. These coordinates always exist and are smooth [19] . The equation of principal lines of a in isothermic coordinates (u, v) is written (1) Madv2 +(L"-Na)dudvMadu2 = 0, the mean curvature, defined by 3?a = 2-(Ka + ka) is written (2) jea(u,v) = (La(u,v) + Na(u,v))/2Ea(u,v), and the equations of Codazzi become
When 3Fa is constant, these equations are precisely the Cauchy-Riemann equation for the complex function <p associated to the isothermic coordinates (u, v), which is defined by
and is therefore holomorphic.
It follows [10] that
Therefore, when Jifa is constant, the umbilical points are isolated unless the image of the immersion is contained in a plane or in a sphere [10, 11] . In terms of <¡> and w = u + iv, the equation (1) of principal lines is written
It follows that the index of an isolated umbilical point with complex coordinate w = 0, of an immersion with constant mean curvature, is equal to -n/2, where n is the order of the zero of $ at w = 0 [10] .
If (u, v) and (tz, v) are isothermic coordinates of a on a common domain of M, then the change of coordinates w -w(w), where w = u + iv and w = u + iv, is a holomorphic diffeomorphism. Conversely, if w = w(w) is a holomorphic diffeomorphism and w = u + iv define isothermic coordinates, for a, then w = ü + iv also does.
It follows [10] that the relation between the functions <b(u + iv) and ^>(z7 + iv) defined by (4) is To find a local holomorphic diffeomorphism z = z(z) = z(l + Z(z)), such that the complex function <j>(z) associated to the isothermic coordinates z is given by <f>(z) = (z)", it is equivalent, by (2.7), to solve the differential equation
In terms of Z this equation becomes ZÇ dz which is equivalent to
where a is the holomorphic branch of the square root, with a(l) = 1. By Lemma 4.1, this equation has a unique holomorphic solution Z in a neighborhood of 0, with Z(0) = 0. Defining u + iv = z = z(z) = z(l + Z(z)), the proof is finished.
Corollary.
Under the hypothesis of 4.2, there are n + 2 rays L0, Lf,..., Ln+X through 0 e T M, of which two consecutive rays make an angle of 2ir/(n + 2). Tangent at p to each ray Lt there is exactly one maximal principal line S¡ of SFa which approaches p. Two consecutive lines S¡, Si+X, i = 0,1,2,...,n + 1 (Sn + 2 = S0), bound a hyperbolic sector of ya.
The angular sectors bounded by L, and L, + 1 are bisected by rays /,, / = 0,1,..., « + 1, which play for fa the same role as Lj for J^. See Figure 1 for an illustration. The lines S¡ are called séparatrices of !Fa at p. Similarly, for fa.
Proof.
It can be assumed that the equation of principal lines is given by lm[w"(dw)2] = 0. By choosing a local orientation the tangent element to the principal lines, dw, at w can be assumed to satisfy arg(dw) = -nd/2, for ^fa, and arg(dw) = it/2 -«0/2, for la, where 0 e [0,2w] is the argument of w. n = 1 Figure 1 Consider the first case. The equation shows that arg(iiw) is constant along the rays through 0. Therefore, the principal lines which are also rays are those whose arguments are solutions of 8 = km -nd/2, k G N and 6 G [0,2ir], which are precisely Bk = 2mk/(n + 2), k = 0,1,..., n + 1, n + 2.
For 6 g (0k,0k + x), the lines of =S?a are transversal to the ray of argument 6. The lines of ya therefore cross transversally all the rays contained in the angular sector bounded by 8k, 6k + x. From the fact that arg(dw) is decreasing with 6, follows that the rays Lk and Lk + X whose arguments are respectively 6k and 8k+l, bound a hyperbolic sector of the foliation J^. These rays are séparatrices which are the common boundary between consecutive hyperbolic sectors.
The case of the foliation fa is similar. This lemma is in fact a corollary of the Poincaré-Dulac Theorem [1, Chapter 5] which implies that the vector field X x = x, y = ax + ay + R(x, y) is linearizable. The graph of the required holomorphic solution y = y(x) is precisely the invariant manifold of X tangent to the x-axis at the origin. (1) X2 1 + W(w) + w -(w)\ a\-"w~"(l + W(w)) " = bw-"(l + R(w)).
Take À so that \"~2(b/a) = 1. This is possible because, when n = 2, b -a. Therefore (1) is equivalent to (2) w
where a is the holomorphic branch of the square root with ct(1) = 1.
If n = 2, S(i) = [a(l + R(i)) -l]/£ is holomorphic and equation (2) (a) For n = 1, there is exactly one line S (resp. s) of ¿Fa (resp. fa) which tends to E, all the other lines fill a hyperbolic sector bounded by E and S ( resp. s ).
(b) For n = 2. Suppose that <j>(z) is the associated complex and a = lim:^0z2<f>(z).
There are two cases:
(b.l) íiíRU (z'R). Then the lines of &a andfa tend to E.
(b.2) a G R u (z'R). Then the lines of ¿Fa (resp. fa) are circles or rays tending to E and those offa (resp. ¿Fa) are rays or circles.
(c) For n > 3, every line of J^ and fa tends to E. The principal lines distribute themselves into n -2 elliptic sectors, two consecutive of which are separated by a parabolic sector.
The proof of this corollary is similar to that of 4.3 for n 4= 2. In this case, arg(dw) is increasing with 8 and the angular sectors bounded by 8k, 8k + x become elliptic instead of hyperbolic. For n = 2 the proof is immediate.
5. Transversal measures. The following lemma will be useful to prove a basic proposition of this section. Therefore,
and s2 = Sf = rr(Sf).
5.5 Proposition. Let a be a smooth immersion of M into R3, where M = S{Pf, p2,..., pn), S is a compact connected oriented two-dimensional manifold and { p¡, i = 1,..., n} is a finite subset of S. Assume that a has finitely many umbilical points.
If y is a recurrent principal line of J^ (resp. fa) then the closure, y, of y in M -%a is a two-dimensional submanifold of M whose boundary (when not empty) is made up of principal lines of !Fa (resp. fa), with empty limit set (in M -^a).
The proof of 5.5 is given below in 5.8 after some preliminary lemmas.
Let #a on M be the orientable covering of J^ on M -ta; M doubly covers M -°Ua and it has two components or one according as J^ is orientable or not. Also M is diffeomorphic to 5 -{qf,q2,...,qm}, where S is a compact oriented two-manifold and Q = {<?,, q2,..., qm} is a finite subset of 5. The points q¡ will be the singularities of &a which is regarded, via a diffeomorphism, as a foliation in S -Q. The foliation &a will be endowed with a fixed orientation.
5.6. Lemma [3, p. 312] . Let y be a nontrivial recurrent line of !Fa and 2 be a cross section to J^ passing through y. If 2 is small enough, there exists a circle C transverse to ßa, passing through y, such that any line which meets C also meets 2. In particular, if y is dense in 2, then it is also dense in C. (1) There exists a circle C transverse to ßa, passing through y such that y n C= C.
In fact, using (1), it may be observed, by Lemma 5.7, that the closure of the set made up of arcs of lines of J^ which have their endpoints on C form a two-manifold whose boundary is made up of lines of ßa which have empty limit set. Moreover the covering map of M onto M -°lla takes ( y ) onto y. Therefore, y will satisfy the required properties. Figure 4 Now observe that (1) is equivalent to (2) C n y is not a Cantor set. Certainly if y C\ C has nonempty interior, considering a cross section contained on it and using Lemma 5.6, the circle C can be reconstructed so that the new circle, also denoted by C, verifies y n C = C. Therefore, using the fact that y n C is a compact, perfect set, it results that y n C is either a Cantor set or the whole C. This proves that (2) is equivalent to (1) . Now follows the proof of (2).
Suppose, by contradiction that C n y is a Cantor set. A map r g {T, T~ '} induces in a natural way the map f: Í2 -> Í2, where £2 is the set of connected components of C -C n y. It follows from 5.6 and 5.7 that (3) there are at most finitely many elements Ax,A2,...,An (respectively Bf, B2,..., Bn) of Q which are not in the domain of t (resp. T~ ').
Since fí is an infinite set, there must exist H g Q, such that (4) For some 8 g {-1,1} and for all j g N, TSj is defined on H.
Moreover, due to the fact that &a has a transversal invariant measure, induced by the transversal invariant measure of J*, given in Proposition 5.3, and since the measure of each TJS(H) must be positive, it results that (5) There is some m g N such that TmS(H) = H. Notice that y accumulates on both endpoints of TSj(H), for all j g N. Thus, given z g N, by Lemma 5.7, there must exist two arcs made up of lines and singularities of ß" which join the endpoints of TS'(H) and TS0 + 1)(H). Therefore, using (5) there must exist a cycle, made up of arcs of lines and singularities of !Fa, which is contained in the closure (in S) of y. This is impossible by the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem [6] . This proves (3) and ends the proof of 5.5. Proof. Follows directly from 6.La.
The proof of the following proposition can also be found in [8, Corollary 5 .2].
6.1.C Proposition.
Given n a positive integer and h a real number, there are immersions a with yCa = h and isolated umbilical points of index -n/2.
Proof. Let <p(u + iv) = (u + iv)". It will be proved that there is an analytic function E = E(u,v), defined in a disk with center 0 g R2, such that (1) E > 0, (2) El + El -EEUU -EEVV + 2£|«i»|2 -2h2E3 = 0. By the Cauchy-Kowalewsky Theorem [19, Volume 5] it follows that there are analytic functions Ux, U2, t/3 which satisfy the following system of partial differential equations
with the initial conditions Ux(u,0) = t/2(iz,0) = 1, U3(u,0) = 0. Take E = Ux. It follows that U2 = Ev. It will be shown that U3 = oUx/au = Eu. In fact, using the partial differential equations, follows that The catenoid has an end of order 2, since one can write it using the Weierstrass representation with /= 1 and g = 1/w on C -{0}, which implies, by 6.2.b, that 4>(w) = cw~2.
More generally, for n > 2, take f(w) = w~", g(w) = w and w0 = 1. By 6.2.b, 0(h>) = cw~" and by 4.4 the origin 0 is an elementary end of index n/2.
For n arbitrary take f(w) = w~", g(w) = eXw, where À g C -{0} is a constant. By 6.2.b <j>(w) = cXw"eXw. The index of 0 is determined by w". As À is arbitrary one gets examples of both cases of 4.7(b).
Using the fact that Ea = |/|2(1 + |g|2)2/4 (see [16] ) it is easy to check that all of these ends are complete.
6.2.d Example. For every positive integer n ^ 1 there are minimal immersions with not complete elementary ends of index n/2. Take f(w) = weXw "/n, g(w) = e~Xw " and w0 = 1, where a e C -{0} is a constant. We may apply Proposition 6.2.a because In this case <b(w) = Xw~". These ends fail to be complete along the curves y(t) = (X/i)l/"t, t G (0, e). (Recall that Ea = |/|2(1 + |g|2)2/4.) 6.2.e Example. For every positive integer there are minimal immersions with an umbilical point of index -n/2. In fact, take /= 1, g(w>) = w"+l/(n + 1), w0 = 0.
Then, by 6.2.b 0(w) = cw" and by (4.2) 0 is an umbilical point of a of index -n/2. mean curvature whose umbilical points are px.pk, with indexes -nx/2-, -nk/2 and whose ends are the points qx,_q¡ which are elementary and have indexes mx/2,..., m,/21
